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No longer simply just a good value, the Kia Sorento is now an excellent pick for a small or
midsize crossover SUV. The redesign of the Kia Sorento last year signaled the automaker's
intent to take on the big nameplates with its crossover SUV. Starting with a switch to carlike
unibody construction, the Sorento delivered the ride and comforts that Americans have come to
expect from crossover utility vehicles. The Sorento's most obvious advantage is its
near-midsize dimensions, since it's actually long enough for a third-row seat that adults can
use. It's worth noting that the vast majority of buyers typically move up to a vehicle larger than
this if they really need a crossover with a functional third row. But if you want something that's
still modest in size, the Kia Sorento works out nicely. Like a lot of its competition, the Kia
Sorento comes with a choice of four- or six-cylinder power. The base four-cylinder is merely
adequate, tasked as it is with moving 3, pounds of crossover with just horsepower. For the
Sorento, though, Kia offers an additional choice in the form of a new direct-injection
four-cylinder good for hp. Fuel economy is also up with this engine, and it's capable of
delivering an impressive EPA-rated 30 mpg on the highway. Meanwhile, the 3. Overall, the Kia
Sorento is an impressive effort. Thanks to its engine lineup and enhanced feature content, it
competes with its more familiar rivals on performance, not just price. But we recommend the
Kia Sorento without hesitation; it's a testament to how far this automaker has come in just a few
years. The base model comes standard with a six-speed manual transmission, inch alloy
wheels, full power accessories, air-conditioning, cruise control, a tilt-and-telescoping
multifunction steering wheel, a trip computer, Bluetooth connectivity and a CD sound system
with satellite radio, an iPod adapter and an auxiliary audio jack. Moving up to the LX nets a
six-speed automatic transmission, body-colored heated outside mirrors with integrated LED
turn signals and a second-row armrest. Optional for the LX is the Convenience package, which
includes the more powerful four-cylinder engine for front-wheel-drive models, foglamps, roof
rails, rear parking sensors, heated front seats and a back-up camera with a
rearview-mirror-mounted display. The Convenience package for LX V6 models includes the
third-row seat. For the EX, opting for the Premium Plus package gets you power-folding outside
mirrors, leather seating, heated front seats, a power front passenger seat, a hard-drive-based
navigation system, a rearview camera and a speaker Infinity surround-sound audio system with
digital music storage. A panoramic sunroof and a ventilated driver seat also come with these
optional packages. It comes with more aggressive exterior styling details, a sport-tuned
suspension and unique metallic interior trim. The panoramic sunroof is optional. A
direct-injected version of the same engine is rated at hp and lb-ft, and it's optional on the LX
and standard on the EX. The base model has a six-speed manual transmission, while all others
come with a six-speed automatic. Front-wheel drive is standard across the board, while LX and
EX models can be had with all-wheel drive. The AWD system also offers an available locking
center differential to improve low-speed traction in icy or off-road situations. In Edmunds
performance testing, the base four-cylinder accelerates from zero to 60 mph in 9. It's offered
only with the six-speed automatic and gets the Sorento from zero to 60 mph in an impressive 7.
The Kia Sorento comes standard with antilock disc brakes, stability control, hill-start assist, hill
descent control, front active head restraints, front-seat side airbags and side curtain airbags
that cover only the first and second rows. In Edmunds brake testing, both four- and six-cylinder
Sorentos stopped from 60 mph in feet, a very good result for this class. In government safety
testing, the Sorento earned four stars out of a possible five for overall protection, with a
four-star rating being awarded for both frontal and side-impact protection. The Sorento also
earned the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety's top score of "Good" for frontal-offset,
side-impact and roof-strength crash tests. The Kia Sorento's base 2. The extra power generated
from the new direct-injected four-cylinder helps, and we suspect the majority of buyers will be
happy with this midlevel choice. Buyers who regularly ferry passengers and cargo are better
served by the strong and smooth 3. At highway speed, the Sorento's cabin remains
impressively isolated from both road and wind noise. We're also impressed with the Sorento's
handling ability and its direct response to steering inputs; this is one of the more enjoyable
small family crossovers to drive. The ride quality should suit most folks, but we've found it gets
harsh when the Sorento is driven over potholes or similarly broken pavement. The design and
materials quality of the Sorento's interior competes with the best in its class, with a restrained
but sophisticated look. Dashboard plastics, though hard to the touch, look good, while audio
and climate controls and the rest of the switchgear are intuitive and feel substantial. Kia's new
Uvo also works very well. Based on the same technology as Ford's Sync system, it allows
drivers to control various functions by voice command, including their MP3 players and cell
phones. The front seats provide plenty of comfort for long trips and provide the type of
commanding view of the road that crossover buyers want. The second-row seat accommodates
two with ease and three in a pinch. With the rear seats folded, the Sorento can carry up to Doing

so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Kia
Sorento. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car
buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Kia
lease specials Check out Kia Sorento lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Suspension tuning is a bit too
firm five-passenger model lacks a sliding second-row seat. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Fresh from last year's
redesign, the Kia Sorento gains a few more upgrades for Topping the list is a new, optional
four-cylinder engine with direct fuel injection for more power and better fuel economy. Also new
are a ventilated driver seat, stain-resistant seat fabric and Kia's "Uvo" voice-activated control
interface. Read more. Write a review See all 93 reviews. Got a great used 6cyl coming off lease. I
got the 6cyl and I'm glad. I've heard since that the 4cyl version has significantly less power and
virtually no difference in MPG. Highway only roadtrips get about 28mpg. I consider this good for
the size and weight of the vehicle. The heated mirrors and parking assist 'tipping' of the mirrors
is great. I like the push-button start--I never have to get out my keys--the button on the door
handle locks and unlocks the car. The heated and cooled seats are so nice for that instant need
for heat or cooling. It would be nice to have at least one more USB port. Some haters say Kia
has a 'cheap' feel, but I don't think so. Seats are comfortable and it's SO versatile--you can 6
passengers besides yourself 7 if they're small and you cheat a little , OR you can fold down the
seats and have as much room for hauling as a pickup with a topper. It has 72, on it now. Only
one repair--an oil pressure sensor that was under warranty. I'm still happy with it, and just
replaced the front brake pads. Other than that, just routine maintenance. The dealership would
like me to trade it to them and lease a new one, but they can't offer me a new Sorento with the
options that I have with a reasonable leasing rate. It will be paid off soon, and will serve me well
for many years to come. My first out-of-pocket repair. July 1 I still love my Sorento. It has , miles
on it now. The touch screen has an issue with being very dim in very cold winter weather
Minnesota. Average MPG is 28 in warm weather and 22 in cold. Drives like new yet. Read less.
Sorento LX 2. I have already driven my Sorento 2, miles in 6 weeks and I can say that its a very
comfortable ride. Being a big person, 6ft 3in with a offensive lineman's build I am comfortable. I
have been driving with the ac on most of the time and I have been getting about miles per gallon
city driving and about on the highway. Kia Sorento LX with convenience package and 3rd row
seat. After driving the Sorento for more than miles I am very satisfied with the car. I consider
myself a car guy, and now I'm driving an SUV because my family is getting bigger. Six people
plus luggage and the SUV behaved admirably. I really like the steering feel and on center
behavior, the solid chassis car based and how safe it feels overall in handling. The 2. Very good
package. The first was a purchased in Nov. Upon receipt of our new Sorento we noticed a few
new features that were welcome improvements. The cabin is quieter than our previous model.
Overall performance and handling are unchanged from the previous year. In comparison to the
Highlander and Edge, the Sorento is an exceptional performer. Fuel economy is great. We have
high hopes this model will last more than 8 months. See all 93 reviews of the Used Kia Sorento.
Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side
Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed See Inventory 3.
Sponsored cars related to the Sorento. Sign Up. The stylish Kia Sorento has been one of Kia's
best-selling vehicles since the recently updated model arrived in January , and that trend is
likely to continue, especially now that a new 2. The Kia Sorento's new four-banger is also more
powerful. It's rated at hp and lb-ft as opposed to the base 2. If you're looking for even more
power, the Sorento has it in the form of its optional, horsepower, 3. The small third row is
optional on lower trim levels, while it comes standard in SX models. Aside from its stylish looks
and great value, another reason the Sorento continues to be a top-seller is because of its safety
ratings. With improved fuel efficiency, sleeker look, and impressive safety ratings, the Sorento
proves to be a decent choice for families, or for those who simply want a reliable and
sophisticated-looking mid-size crossover. The Kia Sorento gets a host of improvements after its
refresh. The big news is the new, optional direct-injection 2. SX models now come standard with
rear-back up sensors. Sorento LX models come standard with inch alloy wheels; EX and LX

models get inch wheels, but the wheels that come on EX models get a new design. Previously
exclusive to the EX V-6, EX models now get a stainless steel step pad for easier ingress and
egress. Standard on all models are body-colored side mirrors that are heated and have
integrated LED turn signals, and rear spoilers come on EX models and above. The bare-bones
LX gets all the necessities such as steering wheel-mounted controls, Sirius satellite radio,
auxiliary and USB jacks, auto-up and down driver window, and tilt and telescopic steering
column. During Motor Trend testing of a front-drive Sorento with the base, hp 2. Motor Trend
also tested the Sorento's optional horsepower, 3. Braking was solid at feet for the four-cylinder,
and feet in the V Overall, the Sorento's ride proved comfortable, although wind noise was pretty
noticeable at times. Driver and passenger front airbags are standard, along with front
seat-mounted side airbags and two-row side curtain airbags. Also standard: four-wheel
anti-lock brakes ABS , electronic brake distribution EBD , stability control, hill-start assist
control, and downhill brake control. A rollover sensor is also included. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many
variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All
Specs. Kia Sorento Expert Review motortrendauthor. Stylish looks Good fuel economy. Tight
third-row Small cargo area behind third row Flimsy sunroof covers. A competitive player in a
crowded class. All Model Years Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Vehicle was very very dirty inside they could have cleaned it up. More body demand rust
then mentioned in add. The staff was extremely courteous and friendly. I would recommend
them to anyone in a heartbeat. I had an enjoyable experience with Ali. Very pleasant to work
with and thoroughly answered all my questions. Helpful and courteous, even though I did not
purchase a vehicle from them. Salesman was very unprofessional, financial obligation signing
person was very nice until no was said to a extended coverage proposal , then the temperament
in the room changed. Love the car and price just disappointed with buying experience. I
contacted dealer with some questions. The girl the phone was very professional and seemed to
know her job. Answered my questions quickly about the vehicle. I would definitely call back
with any other questions. Horrible It deserved 0 stars Sales person was useless Never
contacted me back like he said. Went to check out vehicle after discussion with salesman online
about the vehicle. Come to find out the car had a dead battery and they were not planning on
replacing it! Needless to say we did not purchase Volkswagen of St Augustine definitely earned
your business promt, friendly, and knowledgeable. Valuing your time as much as you do. The
dealer was so helpful. He asked what I was looking for and had four other cars to look at in the
range I needed. I actually bought the one I had contacted Gurus about. I had checked out other
lots and the people were not receptive at all. Alexi was very knowledgeable about each car and
told me the pros and cons. Everything was explained clearly to me. I felt comfortable about
doing business with them. Yes the dealer was really nice very helpful and found me very good
Financing and I would go back there again. First Choice Auto was good with communication
and listing accuracy. Mark was very good to work with, friendly and trustworthy. After a test
drive we noticed that the car needed a realignment; First Choice Auto had this fixed and
detailed the inside of the vehicle. They were very frank and kind when dealing with us, offering
services for 30 days after the date of sale. I would highly recommend this dealer for anyone
looking for a stress-free experience. This dealership was very courteous and very helpful I
would recommend them to anyone that is looking for something in their price range thank you
Kathy. I drove an hour and a half from my house and the car wasn't on the lot they never had
the decency to call me and tell me the car was sold I don't think the car was ever on the lot it
was definitely a bait and switch. Sam was super helpful and the service was fast. Called for
days. No response. Terrible customer service. The Kia Sorento compact crossover vehicle gets
a more powerful, more fuel-efficient mid-level 4-cylinder engine for , and Kia upgrades the
Sorento's interior upholstery, adding new anti-bacterial seat fabric, as well as a new UVO
hands-free infotainment system, among other features. The Sorento's optional third-row seat
remains too tight for most adults, and some owners say their vehicles don't deliver the
fuel-economy numbers promised by the automaker. The Sorento does a good job of mixing
style and functionality, and new features for help make it more competitive in a very crowded
market class. An available third-row seat, while too tight for anyone but small children, pushes
passenger capacity to 7, which adds to its practicality. Although some owners complain about
the Sorento's fuel-economy numbers, the vehicle offers a solid list of standard features and a
choice of capable powerplants, making it a vehicle that should be considered by prospective
buyers seeking an affordable, well-equipped and practical daily commuter. Following a full
redesign in , the Kia Sorento receives some minor updating and a new mid-level powerplant for
Standard on the EX trim and available on the LX is a new 4-cylinder GDI engine, which is
actually an upgraded version of the entry-level powerplant equipped with a cutting-edge

direct-injection fuel system. The upgrade pushes horsepower for the new 4-cylinder engine to
and fuel economy numbers up to 32 mpg. The top-level SX trim receives only the V6 powerplant.
Lower-end Sorento trims receive new YES-Essentials cloth seat fabric, which has anti-bacterial
and anti-soil properties. Kia also offers a number of additional standard and optional features
for , including a heated wood-trim steering wheel and heated and ventilated seats for the SX
trim, a power-adjustable passenger seat and optional power exterior folding side mirrors. Kia
routinely touts the fact that the Sorento was its first vehicle built in the U. With its available
third-row seat pushing passenger capacity to 7, the Sorento competes well against such 2-row
vehicles as the CR-V and Equinox, while the RAV4 offers a tight third-row seat similar to the
Sorento's, and the Journey delivers a similar-sized vehicle with 3 rows of seating at a lower
price point. However, several reviewers note that if you require a vehicle with 3 rows of seating,
you might want to look at a larger crossover vehicle or full-size SUV. Outside, the Sorento
displays a sleek, contemporary design, with a rounded nose, distinctive grille, wraparound
headlights and an angled roof line, as well as heated exterior mirrors with integrated LED turn
signals on all trims except the Base. The EX and SX add automatic headlights, foglights, roof
rails and a rear spoiler, as well as new optional power folding mirrors, while the SX also
includes a chrome exhaust tip, stainless-steel accents and LED taillights. The Sorento's 3
powerplants give prospective buyers a variety of choices when it comes to performance and
fuel economy. All 3 engines provide good power, though some testers say the entry-level
4-cylinder engine struggles at times at higher speeds or when the vehicle is heavily loaded. The
V6, on the other hand, provides brisk performance while still delivering relatively decent
fuel-economy numbers. Powering the Base and LX trims, the 2. A 6-speed manual transmission
comes standard in the Base trim, while the LX gets a 6-speed automatic transmission equipped
with a Sportmatic manual-shift feature. It links to the Sportmatic automatic transmission on
both trims. At the top of the line, the 3. It also links to the Sportmatic transmission and provides
peppy acceleration, driving the Sorento from in about 7. AWD trims also receive a locking
center differential, which evenly distributes torque to all 4 wheels at low speeds or in inclement
weather conditions. The Sorento's suspension delivers a firm ride with minimal body lean,
testers say, and does a good job of smoothing out rough road surfaces. However, some owners
find the ride a little harsh. Motor-driven power steering provides precise, responsive handling,
while the braking system delivers plenty of stopping power and remains one of the best in the
class, according to reviewers. The Sorento rides on a compact, lightweight MacPherson strut
front suspension with coil springs and a stabilizer bar, and a fully independent multi-link rear
suspension, also with a stabilizer bar. The SX receives an upgraded suspension with the
automaker's Dual Flow Damper shocks, which provide a lower stance and a smoother overall
ride. The SX receives inch wheels with a mirror finish. The Sorento's well-equipped cabin gets
good marks from reviewers, not only for its design and classy look, but also for the quality of its
interior materials. Soft-touch surfaces provide a good counterbalance to hard plastics, and
controls and gauges are well-placed and easy to use. First- and second-row seats are
comfortable for long trips, with plenty of legroom and headroom for occupants. The driver's
seat sits high and offers a good view of the road ahead. However, the Sorento's optional
third-row seat, which seats 2, remains too cramped for most adults. Air conditioning, a trip
computer, cruise control and power windows and door locks are among the other standard
features across the line. The LX trim adds a few exterior features, an available third-row seat
and a number of optional packages, including a Convenience Package with heated front seats
and a backup camera with a rear-view-mirror display. Stepping up a notch, the EX includes a
power-adjustable driver's seat, automatic climate control, push-button start, a leather-wrapped
steering wheel and shift knob, a backup camera and an outside temperature display, as well as
such options as leather upholstery and navigation. At the top of the line, the SX includes such
features as leather upholstery, heated and ventilated front seats, memory settings for the
driver's seat, a 4-way power-adjustable passenger seat, a heated wood-trim steering wheel and
an auto-dimming rear-view mirror, as well as a navigation system and a speaker audio system.
In the standard 2-row, 5-passenger configuration, the Sorento offers With the second row folded
down, cargo space expands The NHTSA gave the Sorento an overall safety rating of 4 out of 5
stars, which breaks down to 5 stars for protecting passengers during side crashes, and 4 stars
for frontal and rollover crashes. All Sorento trims receives dual front and front seat-mounted
side airbags, as well as side-curtain airbags for the first and second rows. Electronic stability
control, traction control, Hill Assist Control and 4-wheel antilock brakes with electronic
brakeforce distribution and downhill brake control all come standard on the Sorento. While
overall owners say they like the Sorento, a number of them have reported getting unsatisfactory
fuel economy numbers from their vehicles. Owners also note that there's not a significant
difference in fuel economy between the 4-cylinder and V6 engines, prompting many of them to

recommend the V6. The Sorento offers plenty of room inside its comfortable cabin, owners say,
as well as good performance and handling. In fact, it should be noted that a great number of
owners find the Sorento the perfect vehicle for their needs. They find it the ideal compromise
between the typical family sedan and the larger SUVs, and they like its overall value and solid
list of standard features. However, a small but vocal group has reported build-quality problems,
and fuel economy remains the biggest reason for owner dissatisfaction with the vehicle. We'll
help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and
we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Find Kia Sorento listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. The Good. Read more. Why Use CarGurus?
The problem is serious enough to have prompted a recall, a class action settlement, and
warnings from automotive publications for consumers to avoid purchasing this vehicle.
Hyundai, Kia Recall 1. First, yes, catastrophic engine failure is as bad as it sounds. Often, a
technician must disassemble the engine to diagnose the problem accurately. Engine failures
usually require either a complete engine rebuild or replacement. An engine can fail for several
reasons, including lack of maintenance, engine oil leaks, and over-revving. That reduces
friction, causes heat to build up, and damages various engine components. This damage also
frequently occurs if a car suffers an unnoticed oil leak. Finally, when a car is pushed over its
maximum rpm, dynamic engine components can break down, causing engine failure. In turn,
that can cause blown pistons or rods, holes in the engine block, engine seizures, or a broken
timing belt or chain. These problems tend to occur around 11 years for cars manufactured after
, the U. Bureau of Transportation Statistics states. Of the 29 consumer complaints, 28 are for
engine failure. In fact, Hyundai issued a recall for not only the Kia Sorento but also the and
Sorento, Optima sedans from to , Sportage SUVs from to , and various Hyundai models. All of
those vehicles suffered severe engine difficulties. Fortunately, subsequent Kia Sorento models
have not experienced the same engine problems. The model also shows no signs of the defect
that plagued its to predecessors. And the base model comes standard with several advanced
safety features. They include forward-collision warning, automatic emergency braking,
automatic speed limit adaptation, lane-keep assist, and rear-seat occupant alert. Other
advanced safety features come standard on higher trim levels or can be added as options. They
include automatic rear braking, video blind-spot monitoring, adaptive cruise control, and rear
and side cross-traffic alert. Beyond these safety features, the Sorento base model with an
eight-speed automatic transmission gets a 2. The most expensive trim comes with a 2. Hybrid
and plug-in hybrid models are also available. Finally, the three-row Kia Sorento, seating seven,
comes with various technology features. They include an 8. What is catastrophic engine failure?
A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
ford alternator wiring hook up
dental implant parts diagram
2000 mustang gt
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to

detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

